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As you know that Instagram is very overrated these days and there are
plenty of marketers waiting for their products to be sold to the audience
on it. But you can become superior to all by following some general rules
and instructions.

Instagram caption length is about 2,200 characters that are quite long for
anyone to read the whole. So you need to write short, easy captions that
leave their mark on the audience and make them understand what
you’re trying to say. Here is how you can maintain an effective length of
your captions:

Keep It Short and Concise:

1

The very first and foremost point of writing captions is to keep them as
short as possible.

2

Keep your caption under 125 characters as it will be more ideal.

3

Include all the important information in 125 characters and clear your
point. Do not write long captions as no one reads them.

Ask Questions:

4

One of the best ways to maintain your caption length is to ask simple
questions about your brand.
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5

Include questions that reflect your product quality so that you also get
feedback about your product.

6 You can ask questions about the improvements that should be made in
order to get your brand to a high position, and your loyal followers will
answer you quickly by reading such short and to the point caption.

Maintain Hashtag Limit:

7

The maximum hashtag limit is 30 hashtags per post, so keep them to
this limit.

8

If your caption is exceeding the ideal caption length, you can maintain it
by including the hashtags in a separate comment below your post.

9 Remember that your hashtags are the key for the audience to reach your
brand, so use appropriate and short hashtags to make it easy for them to
see them and follow them.

Use Call-To-Actions In Captions:

10

Another very advantageous thing about captions is that they allow you to
add CTAs in them.

11

Use CTAs in the captions, keeping the caption length into consideration
when you lack words.
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12

This will direct your followers to your website, where they'll be able to
shop for your products.

Include Stories:

13

You can make use of brief stories about your brand or product in
captions also.

14

Write a short story behind the product being sold, how it was made, and
why it was made and add it in the caption.

Maintain the Caption’s Structure:

15 It is difficult for the audience to read one long caption, so you'll have to
focus on the structure of it if you want to write a longer caption of up to
the count of 400.

16

Maintain the length and engagement of the audience to the caption by
simply writing it in the form of blocks.

17

Press double space while writing such long captions and add step by
step story in them.

18

This way, the audience will stay focused and will be able to read the full
caption without getting bored.
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